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ABSTRACT

—rCin a generãl_cõvariant gguge) the structure

of the 3-point function wii_l one and two external gluons on-shell^

The contributions which result in one loop approximation are

expressed in terms of simple functions containing collinear and

soft singularities. Furthermore we an-ilyae the contributions

associated with the 4-point vertex when all external gluons are

on-shelll As an application of these results, um stewáy the * j

infrared structure of gluon-gluon scattering amplitudelt^"^'—-- '
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I - INTRODUCTION

As i s well known, the infrared s ingular i t i e s do not

cancel in non-abelian gauge theories [ 1 ] for processes containing

af l e a s t two coloured part i c l e s in the i n i t i a l s t a t e . This

property was f i r s t discovered in connection with the Drell-Yan

process evaluated to 4 order [2 ] and subsequently confirmed

also by other invest igat ions [ 3 ] . Afterwards th is result was

generalized to a l l leading orders [ 4 ] and recently i t has been

proved to a l l orders in per turba t ive QCD[5] . I t was in

connection with this work that a study of the infrared structure

of Green's functions became relevant , since these appear as

subdiagrams of higher order QCD graphs contributing to the

Drel1-Yan process.

Of course, the study of Yang-Mills vertex functions i s

interest ing a l so in other connections and for th is reason i t has

• been considered by other authors. In reference [ 6 l the 3-ooi.it

P. function was evaluated at a particular off-shell symmetric point

in a general covariant gauge and in reference [ 7 ] i t has been

calculated in the Peynman gauge when two of i t s external gluons

are on shell . These calculations were done in the one-loop

approximation using the dimensional regularization scheme [ 8 j

/ in a space-time of dimension n»4+2f . In general for arbitrary
I / ' ' • ' • •

/">/^> ^ t n i s v e r t e x cannot be evaluated in terms of known functions

when nil gluons are off-shell. Similarly, many aspects of the

contribution» relevant to the calculation of the 4-point Green's

function have been investigated in the literature ~_9~] .

In this paper we consider in the one-looo approximation

the 3-point vertex in a general covariant yauge for the case when

at least one external gluon is on-shell, which is relevant to

the study of i t s infrared structure. Its contributions can be
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expressed a n a l y t i c a l l y for arbitrary values of the parameter t in

terms of elementary functions. In sect ion II we discuss our

approach and organization of the ca lcu la t ion , which was done

using the algebraic computational method SCHOONSHIP,in terms of

a basic se t of parametric i n t e g r a l s . In sect ion III we evaluate

e x p l i c i t l y these in tegra l s when one external gluon i s on s h e l l .

Some aspects of the resu l t s obtained in th i s case are analysed

in connection with the Slavnov-Taylor i d e n t i t i e s for the 3-gluon

vertex "10"" In sect ion IV we discuss the structure of

i t s infrared s i n g u l a r i t i e s in a l l relevant c a s e s . When only one

external gluon i s on s h e l l we obtain s ingle poles which resu l t

from co l l inear s i n g u l a r i t i e s . With two gluons on she l l these

s i n g u l a r i t i e s operate together with infrared sof t divergences

y ie ld ing double p o l e s . Finaly, in sect ion V, we use these

re su l t s to study the infrared structure of gluon-gluon scater ing

amplitude, with a l l external momenta on she l l and transverse,

which represents a gauge invariant process . To t h i s end, we

inves t iga te f i r s t the structure of the corresponding reducible

4-point function and then we extend the analys i s to the case

involving the irreducible 4-point vertex . We find for the amplitude

a Bose and gauge invariant expression which exh ib i t s s ing le and

double pole infrared s i n g u l a r i t i e s .

II - THKEE-GLUON FUNCTION IN A GENERAL COVARIANT GAUGE

The Feynman diagrams contributing in the one-loop

approximation to the 3-gluon irreducible vertex are shown in

Figure I .

The Feynmar. rules [ l l ] for ca lculat ing the contributions

of these diagrams are given in apoendix A. In a general covariant

gauge characterized by a gauge parameter X , these y i e l d a very

large number of terms, we have found that the simplest way to

i- " les s the re su l t s was in terms of the independent tynes of

tntearals which appear in the c a l c u l a t i o n s .
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Graph 1 gives rise to integrals of the following type:

a *
Í1J

where â  «0^*(^*l and 1 •è JJ « i . On the other hand diagram 2

yields integrals where 1 ^. Q. ,0^,0^ £-2 and O í- SL é S .

Finally the graph shown in figure 3 produces basic integrals of

the form:

(2)

where 2 and 0 $

f
A

h.A.a

3

t

Pf»b

Figure X - Wavy lines represent gluons and dashed lines stand

for ghost particles.Graphs obtained by cyclic permutations of

3xc*mal gluors in diagram (3) ar* to be understood.
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After a straightforward application of the Feynman rules, we

obtain that the diagram 1 yields the following contribution

for the SU(N) Yang-Mills theory:

j

i « i

where 7flttoc are structure constants of the theory and

K */**—r* denote Lorentz tensors given by:

* * v v J> ^

with p «̂ * <̂  representing permutations of the fourvectorr

p and - ̂ as well as of q and -p .

For the contribution resulting from graph 2 the situation

is much more complicated in a general gauge, where it gives

rise to terms proportional to various powers of the gauge

parameter: X^ with -j =0,1,2,3. We characterize the

corresponding Lorentz tensors in this case by an index 5 and

by the various indices a*iCl , Cv̂  which appear in the calculation:

^WiAia-s' n • These tensors are presented explicitly in

Appendix B. In terms of these functions we obtain:
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Finally, the diagrams in figure 3 give the contribution:

where cyclic permutations are to be understood, with the non-

OHO»)«\ given by:

- i tk'^ v* ̂  ̂  fc. ] . k r.; rf

.'-Itf.'-

where the square brackets imply that one tiust antisymmetrize

with respect to ( f*- ** V ) .

Our basic task consists now in evaluating the set of

integrals described by equations (1) and (2). To this end we

combine f irst the denominators using the Feynman parametrization

given in (A4). We next perform appropriate shifts in the

integration 4-momenta dropping odd powers which vanish by

symmetry. The resulting dimensional integrals containing even

powers of the momenta are carried out with the help of (A5> . In

(5) this way, after a straightforward algebra, we can exoress the
a. a,X a. a , A<*
/"•f'px i n t e r m * of the quantities:



S = px -<^y j tn? = p*x [i-x-v) *• q} y (i-X-v) + K ' x y - Ã " ^ <8>

in the following form:

* 4-K

where T* denotes permutations over the corresponding indices

and < t > is given by (I-1)^ or X/i respectively, when i is

odd or even. Proceeding in a similar way, we obtain for the

set of integrals given in equation (2) the result:

(9)

...X t. ... k... (105

These expressions contain ultraviolet divergences which manifest

themselves for £ > 0 when the arguments of the gamma functions

become vanishingly small. In order to renormalize the vertex

function it is convenient to use the M£> scheme [12 ] where

one substracts, in addition to the pure pole parts,also some

finite quantities which always appear in the dimensional
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regularization method. This prescription can be implemented by

taking I see A2J j& ~/*e. f HTT and substracting i/1 poles

only, where X denotes the Euler constant. In this way we

obtain from equations O) , (5) and (6) the following renozmalized

quantities:

J _ _L_ « - * . . . ( 1 1 )

(12)

(13)

where V a ^ c U > f > ^ I i s given by the lowest order 3-gluon vertex

(A2). in order to determine the above renormalized expressions,

we must calculate the parametric integrals (9) and (10) to which

we now turn.

I l l - EVALUATION OF PARAMETRIC INTEGRALS AND S-T IDENTITIES

The integral which appears in equation (10) can be

expressed in terms of Euler's beta function B( a >t> ) [Í3J- We

then obtain for J j ; * the resu l t :

(14)
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On the other hand, i t is not possible in general, to evaluate

analitically the integrals appearing in equation (9). Only

when one gluon is on-shell we can evaluate them explicity in

terms of known (and simple) functions. To this end we proceed

now by making an analytic continuation of the parameter £

to positive values in order to regulate the infrared singularities

and letting for definiteness R. = o . Then, by making a

change of variable to t =r x *• y with X < * < 1 , we can express

al l relevant integrals in terms of:

where an -X\ i s understood to be associated with p and

ĉ .1 • Working in the equivalent region o < l < 1 , O < * < ? #

the above integrations can be easily performed with the result

that:

(16)

Finally, with the help of this equation, we obtain after some

calculations that the set òf integrals X*^**^* can be

expressed in the following form:



. 1 0 .

. -fx)

^ V

Therefore, the results given by the forms (14) and (17) allow

in this case an expl ic i t determination, in terms of elementary

functions, of the «normalized 3-gluon vertex expressed via

the contributions (11), (12) and (13).

In order to check these expressions and obtain a better

understanding of their content, we will consider now the Slavnov-

Taylor identit ies for the 3-gluon vertex I*a£e • Th«*e

identit ies can be represented diagramatically [14] in our case

as indicated in Figure II , where the permutations

L P**^ ) /*•"** > k**c J «re to be understood on the right hand side
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r

v.c

fe.a'

A 4-

<\>V,C pi*ib

Figure II - The cross 9 denotes that the momenta

associated with the ghost-gluon vertex is absent,

being replaced by a Kronecker delta function.

Using the explicit results previously derived in the case R = o ,

we calculated K ^ l^bc v^>P>()' • Similarly, with the help of

the algebraic method SCHOONSHIP we calculated in a general

covariant gauge the right hand side, which we denote K w b c l'
liP>

The explicit result is rather involved, being a polynomial in

the gauge parameter X . However, it is worth noticing

that due to the structure of the graphs appearing on the right hand

side , ^ contributions are absent. We obtained as expected,

an identity which represents a check on our calculations, namely:

(18)

It is interesting to study, with the help of this relation, the

behaviour of the 3-gluon vertex in the limit R. -» o ,when as a

consequence of momentum conservation we have p ^ : 0 . Using
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equations (14) and (17) it can be verified that Rp ̂ r ' a k c ( ̂ '5

vanishes in this limit. Hence, taking the derivative on both

sides of (18) with respect to ku. , we obtain in this case that:

Qk»c ' w e then find

explicit ly:

(20)

As we have seen, although in general ) ft ^c \b»?i^) contains

contributions proportional to \ , the fact that in "«be (k-»»f»~

only f irst and second powers of the gauge parameter appear can

be understood as a consequence of the S-T identit ies . We notice

furthermore that I atot V«*»iP>~r ) i s a completely finite

quantity . This may be understood i f we think of this 3-gluon

vertex as resulting from inserting an external gluon with zero

momenta into the self-energy gluon function:in both cases the

off-shell gluon i s controlling yielding an infrared finite

contribution. However, with RsO , but t # o , there will appear

as we shall next show,additional singularities resulting from

configurations where M. is parallel to an internal gluon .
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IV - INFRARED BEHAVIOUR OF THE 3-GLUON VERTEX

In this section we will concentrate on the infrared

structure of the contributions given explicitly in (11), (12)

and (13) via the expressions (14) and (17). We will begin by

analysing qualitatively the structure expected from the diagrams

of Figure I which are associated with these expressions. As we

have seen, graph 1 gives a contribution expressed with the help

of equation (1) with Clj = 0 = 0 = 1 . Clearly when all momenta are

off- shell there are no infrared singularities present. When

one of the external momenta goes on-shell, we see by power counting

that also in this case there will be no soft singularities.

However there will appear now a colinear singularity when the

internal momenta becomes parallel to this external momenta.

Indeed, as expected from this discussion we obtain for the

infrared divergent contribution associated with this graph the

result:

(21)

where f s <f/lpx- <$*) ; I * ̂ [fl%% ) . The contribution associated

with diagram (2) is qualitatively similar, although in this case

the number of relevant contributions is much higher, and will be

discussed below.

Consider now the contribution associated with graph 3.

Since in a general covariant gauge the gluon propagator is a
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function of degree -2 in its momenta, like it is in the Feynman

gauge, it is simpler and sufficient for our qualitative analysis

to restrict ourselves to this gauge. We then see from equation

(2) that in this case, v/ith OL4 =CXt=l and Jl = 0 , there are no
.1

soft divergences even when R. = O . The collinear divergences

which potentially could be presente vanish by symmetric

integration in this case. Actually, as can be clearly seen from

equation (14) the whole contribution vanishes in this case.

The only singularity surviving,results from the ultra violet

substracted pole left over in equation (13). So we obtain in

this case an infrared contribution given by:

The relevant contributions resulting from diagram 2 when k = 0

are most conveniently expressed in terms of the following

independent Lorentz tensors:

™

Including the contributions associated with graphs 1 and 3, the

sum of all infrared divergent contributions can then be expressed

in the form:

(23)



a. to i

where the factors <5 are given in terms of a serie in the

gauge parameter X as follows:

(25.«I

(25.b)
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( 2 5 . c )

li ^ t

(25.d)

(25.e)

(25.f)

(25.g)
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It can be verified that as p —» _ Q ,all the above infrared

contributions cancel out, in accordance with the finiteness

expected from (20) for the renonnalized 3-gluon vertex.

We consider now the situation when two external gluons

are on-shell. To understand v/hat happens in this case let us look

for instance at equation (1). We obtain, as before, a collinear

singularity which results when the internal gluons becomes parallel

to one or another on-shell external giuon. However we see that

in this case will appear in addition in the denominators more

powers of the internal momenta, which can ootentially yield soft

infrared divergences. This is precisely the case with the

contributions associated with graph 2, where we obtain a double

pole structure resulting from the superposition of these two

effects.

For the contributions given by diagram 1, it turns out

that due to the appearence of additional powers of Q also in

the numerator, we obtain in this case only single collinear

singularities. Taking for definitness R. and p , on-shell,

these are given by:

(26)

The singular contributions associated with graph 3 have a similar

origin as in the previous cases they result from the uncancelled

substracted ultraviolet poles connected with letting p* - Ifc = o
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in equation (13). We obtain then:

][pv^ jL pju^rv áym A 5*v ] ( 2 7 )

E i l

The contributions connected with diagram 2 are most conveniently

expressed in terms of the following Lorentz tensors:

^ v
(28)

Then the infrared divergent contributions to the renormalized

vertex corresponding to the case when fe. and f> are on-shell

can be expressed as:

A — "

where the factors FÃ are gauge dependent and exhibit double

and single infrared poles given by:

(30 .a)

(3O.b)

(30.O
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rl '
(30.f)

2 y

Finaly we mention that the case when all gluons are on-shell

would require them to be in a parallel configuration, which is

not allowed by angular momentum conservation.

Thereby, we have obtained an analytic expression

in terms of simple functions for the renormalized 3-gluon vertex,

in the case when at least one external gluon is on-shell ,We have

determined, by consistently expanding it in powers of £ ,all

the infrared singularities as well as the finite contributions,

which involve in a general covariant gauge an extremely large

number of terms. The calculation is straightforward and, in

particular, we find in the Feynman gauge, for the case when two

gluons are on-shel,an expression in agreement with reference^]

(3O.g)

V - INFRARED STRUCTURE OF THE 4-GLUOH FUNCTION

In this section we wish to study, in one looo aproximation,

the structure of the gluon-gluon scattering amplitude, when all

external gluon are on-shell and transverse. Since this is a gauge

invariant process, it is sufficient for our purpose to perform the

analysis in the Feynman gauge. We can write this amplitude as:

(31)



where \J denote the transverse polarization vectors of the tour

gluons with momenta ki , jV , Qv , YK and colors CK , b , c and cj

respectively. For simplicity, we wil1. r e s t r i c t in what follows to

the color aauge group SU(2).

We begin Dy considering the 4"' order reducible graohs

contributing to this process which are shown in Figure III, where

all external momenta are incoming, with fi>£ +<̂  +-rs 0 •

Figure III - Self-energy and vertex corrections contributing to

the reducible 4-point vertex. All distinct permutations are to be

understood.

Using the well known expression for the gluon self energy

f14}, we obtain, xrom graphs containing self-energy insertions, the

contributions

+ c .p .
(3?)

where c.p. denotes cyclic oermutations over the external legs with

corresponding momenta fe , p , and q , keeping the r leg fixed. This

procedure yields, as expected, a Bose invariant expression.
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i s given by:

p v

- 2 * ( > »

(33)

We have exhibited explicity only the infrared divergent contributions,

in equation (32) , with a gauge invariant result, proportional

to the tree amplitude.

On the other hand, the graphs containing vertex corrections

yield, with the help of equation (29), infrared singularities containing

single and double poles:

^ V J pt-»<O

(34)

where the Lorentz tensors (i=l,2) are expressed as follows:

(35.a)

(35.b)

These contributions are not gauge invariant and must be added to the

corresponding ones resulting from the irreducible 4 t h order graphs,

shown in figure IV , in order to obtain a gauge invariant result.
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\

Figure IV - Graphs contributing to the irreducible 4-point function.

All other diagrams, obtained by permutations of external gluons, are

to be understood.

The contributions associated with the box diagrams (a)

and (b), can be conveniently described in terms of the invariants

£4=2fe-p ;£i=2p«5. ; £*« zfe <%. , so that 2 / * * 2 + 2 * - O
The integrations over the internal momenta, involve in the numerators

polynomials up to 4 power in Q. However, after combining the

4 denominators using the Feynman par ante trizat ion, and performing

appropriate shi f ts , the resulting numerator wil l contain only even

powers in Q which we denote by 2'Vw , so that »%*• O , \ or

2. • Performing these integrations, one i s l e f t with parametric

integrals characterized by the expression:

(36)

Note that these integrals are symmetric under the interchange

( 4*"» k ; %i H ?2.) *° that it is sufficient to restrict ourselves

to the case ^ >/ h >/ 0 • *t turns out that in our case the indices

j, k are related to m in the following manner:
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O <$ ̂ * k. é H '-) W = o ( 3 7 . a )

0 $ ^ M i '\\ ma= \ (37 .b)

>>=k=o i \ W s Z
 (37-c )

As shown by Karasinski in reference *J* J , these integrals can be

exoressed in terras of hyoergeometric functions as follows:

\

(38)

In addition, these integrals appear multiplied by simple functions

containing poles in £ , so alltogether the resulting expression

contains single and double poles. Physically, the single infrared

poles arise when the internal momenta Q is soft or oarallel to a

given external momenta, whereas the double poles result when both

these effects operate together.

It is convenient to simplify these expressions by

expanding them in cowers of C . With help of the transformation

formulas relating the hypergeometric functions [l3j it is

straightforward to show that:

(39)

where L>i {.*) denote the DO ly logarithmic functions defined recursively

by:
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0

(40)

Actually, for the purpose of studing the infrared structure, it is

sufficient to consider, in our case, only terms with X- i

We now turn to contributions associated with diagram (c),

which have three denominators, and where the virtual momenta appear

at most with a power two in the numerator. This represents a

I a,a.x<x-s
. - - - s*i •••/*!

considered in equation (1), corresponding to O» = Ar s 01-»=: 1 and

X= C t \ or 2. . For instance, when X— 2. t using

equation (17) with £$.-* ^1+ P t we obtain the result

e n Z J (4i)
which contains, in general, single and double pole divergences. As

in the previous case, the infrared singularities are associated

with configurations where the internal momenta Q is soft and/or

colinear to that of an external gluon.

Finaly we consider the contributions resulting from

graph (d). These can be expressed in terms of integrals given in

equation (2), which contain two denominators, by making in particular

CX|= ci* = 4 and x - 2. .In this way, with help of equation

(14), we find the expression:

(42)
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which contains only ultraviolet divergent poles.

With the help of the integrals given in equations (36-42),

we have performed the lengthy algebra using the computational method

SCHOONSHIP. The calculation involves a very large number of terms

and, as check, we have isolated the ultraviolet divergent contribution

which is given by:

r (43)

where the expression in bracket represents the 4-gluon tree vertex.

This is in agreement with the result expected for the irreducible

4-point function which arises in consequence of the Slavnov-Taylor

identities [14] . Next we perform the renormalization of the

ultraviolet singularities according to the scheme described in

section II.

The resulting expression for the renormalized irreducible

4-point vertex contains single and double infrared poles. The

contributions with double poles, when added to the corresponding ones

associated with the reducible 4-point function, given in equation (34),

yields the result:

~>c) p

(44)

where the Lorentz tensors J^-AJW (*> (^-1,2,3), are given

respectively by:
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- jL (^

• if- kvpr- 9 p

(W V
b ^ V pvpr

- [ Í PAK* ̂ ^ " z^^ + 6 ̂  V

-i- Í (4

(45.a)

(45.b)

(45.c)

This Bose invariant expression i s furthermore gauge independent ,

satisfying the transwrsality conditions

,
« « ,

in accordance with the gauge invariance required by equation (31)
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The infxared single poles contributions associated with the gluon-

gluon scattering amplitude involve a large number of terms and are

oresented in Aooendix C. It can be verified that these contributions

too,form a gauge independent set as expected for a gauge invariant

process.

We hope that these results, concerning the behaviour of

three and four gluon vertices, might be useful also in other

investigations of higherorder QCD corrections.
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APPENDIX A

The Feynman rules employed in this paper are more fully

described in reference 111 j .In Darticular,the gluon propagator

in a general covariant gauge is given by:

- X (A.I)

The Feynman gauge i s characterized by the vanishing of the gauge

pa rameter A . The basic 3-gluon vertex i s defined with al l

momenta inwards as follows:

(A.2)

where in terms of the dimensionless coupling constant (̂  we have

$ »/*. <̂  . For a SU(N) Yang-Mills theory, the structure

constants TQC- satisfy the relations:

.3)

Furthermore, in a space-time with dimension n=4+2 £ we have

^*v^»v* H* IC . The Feynman denominators are combined with the

help o f the expression:

(A. 4}
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Finally we perform the n-dimensional integrations over the

internal momenta using the relation:

(A.5)

where P denotes permutations over the indicated indices.

APPENDIX B

We list in this appendix the expressions for the Lorentz

factors K'O!ACÍXOÍX'''\ as*°ciated with the contributions of

diagram 2. We obtain in a general covariant gauge the following

explicit results:

m 2 /

(B.3)
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(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)



. J l .

N 4 U ^ *

(B.7)

2 è*v fy* *
(B.8)

)
(B.9)

(B.10)

(B.ll)

(B.12)

(B.13)



l

* - 4

(B.14)

(B.15)

(B.17)

(B.19)

(B.20)

^ZM>2 = "2
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V • Pr Pp) (^r

(B .23 )

{ B - 2 4 )

(B.25)

(B.26)

(B.27)

(B.28)

+ .

(B.29)
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i

When O.isOL^, the pemutations /*** V and Ç> «5» ̂ are always to be

understood. All other non-vanishing functions are obtained from the

above expressions, by the symultaneous interchange of Lorentz factors

M.é-* V f gluon momenta pê* Gl and indices OI4*» d t •

APPB3DIX C

We Dresent here the contributions with single infrared poles

resulting from the one particle irreducible 4 point function, together

with the corresponding ones associated with the 4 point vertex given

in eq. (34). Ofcin<r isn—nta conservation k+p + tyxT* O , we can express

then in terns of the folovlag Boee invariant function:

(Cl)

the Lorentx tensors rX+M/p are given expl ic i t ly as follows*
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1 «v
• -̂ - H p* f» +

(C.2)

J
(C.3)

(C.4)

V,

(C.5)
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(2 1^1^+ »Q^fep + 2

(C.6)

(C.7)

These terns yield , as expected , a gauge invariant contribution
1

satisfying the transversality condition (46) .
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